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Donald Barthelme once described “the aim of literature” as “the creation of a strange object covered with fur which breaks your heart.” Like a creature birthed in a basement study, a creature at once preposterous and terrifying, literature cannot be fully domesticated. It will not sit; it will not roll over; it will not greet you at the door. However firm the leash—or shackles—of form, this Adam of the writer’s labors takes the reader for a walk.

When Barthelme says that the hirsute entity should break our hearts, he is in part alluding to an effect of narrative. “All stories are about wolves,” writes Margaret Atwood, and wolves bring conflict and loss. Of course, a majority of the time, the wolves in life are human, as when I opened my computer this morning and saw a photograph of a rhino—a living rhino—whose face had been hacked off by poachers wanting its horns. Because the poachers had removed most of the rhino’s underlying bones, leaving only soft tissue, veterinarians used elephant skin, which is tough, to close the gaping wound. One of the news accounts I read reported, “As clients pay top dollar for rhino horns, poachers have become more brutal and sophisticated, forcing veterinarians to come up with innovative ways of treatment.” If the writer is a kind of Dr. Frankenstein, she is also a sympathetic and experimental veterinarian.

But what does literary creation have to do with autism? The disorder’s well-known “triad of impairments” (in communication, imagination, and social interaction) suggests that reading literature, let alone writing it, would be a considerable challenge for autistics. Indeed, studies from the last three decades have consistently presented evidence of deficits in two key areas: theory of mind (ToM) and the apprehension of figurative language. Simon Baron-Cohen, chief purveyor of the ToM hypothesis, says of autistics that they are unable “to develop an awareness of what is in the mind of another
human.” If the mental states of others are beyond their reach, how can they possibly manage that moody jungle gym of make-believe conflict called a novel? And, further, how can they ascertain the undisclosed and indirect meaning of irony or metaphor? An obdurate, self-contained literality plagues autistic consciousness, the experts maintain. This view of autism has become so prevalent that a bestselling novel, *The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time*, makes social and metaphoric bafflement a central aspect of the protagonist’s characterization.

Yet the proliferation of autistic autobiography—in print, on the web, in presentations at conferences—reveals a very different picture of autism, one more in line with what I have experienced with my son, DJ, and with the many autistics I know. Literary reading and writing are by no means too alien or demanding for them. Even a figure like Temple Grandin, who conceive of herself as an overly logical animal scientist, turns out to be much more sensitive to literature than we were led to believe. In his 1993 *New Yorker* profile of Grandin, “An Anthropologist on Mars,” Oliver Sacks presented a portrait of conspicuous psychological and aesthetic impairment that came to shape popular conceptions of autism. The piece is slippery, and at times he almost puts words in Grandin’s mouth.

Consider, for example, the passage in which he asks her about Greek mythology and Shakespeare:

“I understand Nemesis and Hubris,” she said. But the loves of the gods, *I ascertained* [my italics], left her unmoved—and puzzled. It was similar with Shakespeare’s plays. She was bewildered, she said, by Romeo and Juliet (“I never knew what they were up to”), and with *Hamlet* she got lost with the back-and-forth of the play. *Though she ascribed these problems to “sequencing difficulties,” they seemed to arise from her failure to empathize with the characters* [my italics], to follow the intricate play of motive and intention.

Like a wrangler corralling cattle, Sacks maneuvers Grandin into the autistic pen. Dismissing her own account of her challenges, he “ascertains” a more fundamental and debilitating lack. Yet one needn’t have autism to be confused by, or to be uninterested in, Shakespeare, as anyone who has taught college literature courses knows.

Not half a page later, Sacks quotes from the very article in which she blames sequencing difficulties for her struggles with literature: “My inter-
ests are factual and my recreational reading consists mostly of science and livestock publications. I have little interest in novels with complicated interpersonal relationships, because I am unable to remember the sequence of events. Detailed descriptions of new technologies in science fiction or descriptions of exotic places are much more interesting.” Sequencing difficulties may prevent identification with characters in longer literary works—think, for instance, of how intricate some nineteenth-century British novels are—but it doesn’t mean that Grandin lacks empathy, as her profound feeling for livestock shows, or that she is incapable of responding to shorter works.

At the same time, Grandin herself suggests that beauty—in art or nature—doesn’t make her “swoon.” “Her inability to respond deeply, emotionally, subjectively, is not confined to music,” Sacks writes in the profile. “There is a similar poverty of emotional or aesthetic response to most visual scenes: she can describe them with great accuracy but they do not seem to correspond or to evoke any strongly felt states of mind.” While in some ways Grandin contributes to the stereotype of unfeeling, Spock-like detachment in autism, Sacks pushes the idea too far, once again straining to reconcile what he observes as a progressive “neuro-anthropologist” with what he has learned as a conventional doctor. Because he is such a fine writer and because he seeks to explore the “paradox of disease,” what he calls its “creative’ potential,” the profile of Grandin is alive with humanizing complexity and contradiction. But the reader must look for moments when autism appears simply as another form of life and not as lamentable pathology.

When I interviewed Grandin—Temple—in the summer of 2016, I discovered that one of her favorite classes in college had been “Western Civilization,” which she described as a “great books” course. With fondness, she remembered reading Keats’s “Ode on A Grecian Urn” and Dante’s Inferno. That the center of hell appears in this latter work as a frozen wasteland, with Satan emerging mid-breast from the ice, had remained fixed in her mind. She found the paradox intriguing. She said that she especially enjoyed the way the professor helped to elucidate the deeper meanings of the text, and more than once she spoke about the value of ambiguity, a key element in literature. She conceived of ambiguity as an antidote to simplistic thinking. She also reported that literature helped her to understand her own and others’ feelings.

But did it affect her? Did it stir her emotions? Although she specifically cited the movie Titanic and the song “The Widow Maker” as examples of things
that had made her cry, she said that literature had also elicited emotion from her in the past, though not to the same degree. Interestingly, both of the above-mentioned “disaster romances” turn on the gallant sacrifice of a male lover. (Temple is celibate and has claimed repeatedly that she doesn’t understand the subtle nuances of romance.) In “The Widow Maker,” a truck driver purposefully swings his rig off the road in order to save ten kids in a pickup. When, in ethnographic researcher mode, I dryly asked why the end of Titanic had moved her, Temple was incredulous: “The lovers can’t ever be together!” Tragedy—of Jack and Rose or Billy Mack and Wanda Ann—did in fact wound her.

But my point isn’t simply that autistics can “do” literature. In a number of key ways literature lines up nicely with an autistic neurology. Here, Barthelme’s quip about “strange objects covered with fur” anticipates my argument. Famous for redesigning the chutes at cattle-processing plants—rounded chutes, it turns out, are much more soothing to livestock awaiting slaughter than rectilinear ones—Temple has gone so far as to propose that autistic cognition resembles animal cognition. “The thing is I don’t think in language,” she says, “and animals don’t think in language. It’s sensory based thinking, thinking in pictures, thinking in smells, thinking in touches.”

If, as studies have demonstrated, autistics disproportionately rely on posterior sensory regions of the brain to think, then neurotypicals disproportionately rely on their frontal lobes. Neurotypicals, Temple believes, are “abstractified in their sensory perceptions as well as their thoughts.” “Animals don’t see their ideas of things,” she stresses. “They see the actual things themselves.” Temple illustrates the difference between the two groups by pointing to what their brains look like in a scanner when performing an embedded figure task. In this protocol, subjects must find a figure hidden within a complicated picture—autistics tend to find the figure much more quickly than neurotypicals. Using a remarkable poetic analogy, Temple compares the visual center of autistic brains during the test to “a little bright cabin out in the snowy wilderness.” “Everything else is shut off, but [it] is turned on really bright,” she says. Neurotypical brains, by contrast, remind her of a lamp store: “There’s so much stuff turned on that the visual stuff gets obscured.” For Temple, the unfiltered visual concentration of autistics resembles that of animals.

Of course, all of that “other stuff” in the lamp store is crucial for understanding literature. The point is that literature partially corrects for the “abstractification” of neurotypical cognition just as it partially corrects for the
resolute concreteness of autistic cognition. As Temple herself makes clear, autistics accomplish higher order thought in a different way. To explain the distinction between the two neurotypes, she must move beyond the sensory, even as she uses a concrete image to make her point. As literature explores its larger themes, it, too, thinks in pictures, smells, and touches. “That’s right,” Temple said when I described how its diction sets off sensory fireworks. While obviously word-based, literature aims to simulate embodied experience by activating nonlinguistic areas in the reader’s brain, and it may be as close to an autistic way of engaging with the world as any form of language will allow. Literature may even constitute, as I have come to believe, a wordy haven or home. (Or, with Barthelme in mind, we might say a wordy burrow or lair.)

In act IV, scene VI, of Shakespeare’s tragedy King Lear, the Earl of Gloucester, whose eyes have been gouged out, begs to be led to the cliffs of Dover so that he may jump off and kill himself. While on the heath, he runs into Lear, who foolishly bequeathed his kingdom to his conniving daughters and has himself plunged into madness. As Lear decries the failure of ordinary sight to uncover ruthless deception, Gloucester invokes a different—and, in the end, superior—kind of vision. “Your eyes are in / a heavy case, your purse in a light; and yet you see how / this world goes,” the king says. “I see it feelingly,” Gloucester replies. While the blind may lack images generated by the retina, they do not lack images generated by the visual cortex, as research has shown. Gloucester’s remark uncovers the neurological basis of the familiar insight trope: mental imagery. Literature, we might say, actively cultivates the condition of Gloucester’s blindness so as to enable the reader to feel beyond or beneath what her eyes merely see. Think of a novel or a play or a poem as a visual limbic system, a verbal cinema for the emotions. The poet Anne Sexton gets at the idea, albeit in an inverted form, when she writes in a letter, “I like you. Your eyes are full of language.”

SEE IT FEELINGLY is about my experience discussing classic American novels (and a couple of short stories) with autistic readers across the spectrum. From the so-called “high-functioning” to the so-called “low-functioning”; from those who might “pass” as neurotypical, at least some of the time, to those whose perseverative behavior and inability to speak encourage others to dismiss them as intellectually incompetent. My son, for example, carries the latter label—“low-functioning”—though he is presently a college student with a 3.9
grade-point average. (That, for the record, is a lot better than his old man’s undergraduate GPA!) My intention from the beginning of this project has been to eschew the customary focus on autistic deficits and to explore instead how a talent for sensory engagement—and, yes, strong feeling—might contribute productively to the reading process. If my son and other autistic people have taught me anything, it is to look for competence in unexpected forms and, when thwarted, to try again.

What, you might ask, are my qualifications for writing this book? First and foremost, I am a reader, an unapologetic lover of books. My attention, like my hands, is constantly divided. I read while eating; I read while doing the laundry; I even read while bathing myself. I am also a writer and English professor whose scholarly work falls largely into two categories: disability studies and cognitive approaches to literature. The latter involves the application of neuroscientific insights to literary understanding. The former tries to look at physiological distinctiveness—being blind or deaf, using a wheelchair—as just another way of existing in the world and not an occasion for pity. With the advent of a difference model in autism, self-advocates (and increasingly doctors and scientists) speak not of pathology but of neurodiversity.

In 2012–13 I was awarded a neurohumanities fellowship at Duke University’s Institute for Brain Sciences. Before the academic year began, I participated in a boot camp for incoming doctoral students in neuroscience. For two weeks, from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M., I learned about the brain—I even touched one during a neuroanatomy lab! I also learned firsthand about some of the discipline’s tools for probing the mysteries of human thought and action, such as event-related potentials (ERP), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). During my fellowship year, I took science classes, attended lectures, and taught a neurohumanities course. My fellowship project tried to account for what Ilona Roth has termed the “conundrum of autistic poetry.” As Roth explains, “Prose and poetry written by people with ASD [autism spectrum disorders] call for investigation because to write a poem without imagination, or to write about oneself without awareness, would seem an oxymoron.” I had had success teaching my son and other autistics to write poetry, and I wanted to try to square what the research literature said about autistic impairment with significant evidence to the contrary.

The project may sound academic, but what motivated it was the sheer joy of poetry—my own and that of the autistic poets with whom I worked. Here’s
how I once described the project to the six-year-old son of a colleague in Durham, North Carolina, who had precociously asked me about my “research.” “Remember Eeyore, from *Winnie-the-Pooh*, who believes the other animals in the forest to be ‘brainless’? There’s ‘only grey stuff . . . blown into their heads by mistake,’ he whines, while of course celebrating his own intelligence. Eeyore writes poetry that Pooh says is superior to his own. Well, I’m trying to teach the other animals in the forest how to write poems. I want poetry to be as plentiful as the leaves on the trees!”

My other qualifications for writing this book? I talk about strange objects covered with fur for a living. My students at Grinnell College are very bright young people from all over the United States and, in fact, the world. Like playful puppies, they love to chew on texts, and they come to class prepared. At least a few times a semester, I get to witness the transformative power of literature. It’s like reenacting my own awakening as an undergraduate: the son of a lawyer and an economics major becomes a bookworm. Picture me as Bill Murray in *Groundhog Day*, blissfully stuck in a time loop. I, too, am a weatherman of sorts, trafficking in the future, waiting for Punxsutawney Phil to emerge from his den, coaxing the flowers that he might herald from the ground.

Over the years, I’ve increasingly found myself teaching students at Grinnell who have what the medical community used to call Asperger syndrome, a relatively “mild” form of autism. (Now there’s just a single diagnosis: ASD.) While the stereotype would look for students only in those disciplines that foreground logical thinking—in the aforementioned *Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time*, the protagonist, though clearly deficient in most academic subjects, is studying to take his A-levels in math—at my college we don’t allow this sort of rigid specialization. We glorify the liberal arts: we want our students to be well rounded. The economics majors take painting; the biology majors take anthropology; and the lit majors take calculus. And so even if an Aspie kid has failed to ascertain what kind of college he is attending and longs to take nothing but computer science, he’s steered toward classes in the humanities, at least a few of them anyway.

I remember one young man who was in my introductory poetry-writing course. He seemed the epitome of the quiet math nerd—until, that is, he put pen to paper and out poured exquisite figures of speech and strangely elegantly rhythms. He used to walk the railroad tracks, which bisect the campus, before class, counting the ties. Back and forth he’d go, his head down, ostensibly oblivious to the world above and around those wooden timbers. I could see him from my office in the English/History building. The higher-ups in Student
Affairs were concerned that he might get hit by a train, but if anyone knew
the railroad’s schedule—the line moved corn sweetener from one end of the
state to the other—it was this young man. “Counting ties calms my anxiety,”
hedtoldme. “Ilove their symmetry.”

Because the college itself is quite quirky, he was able to make it through.
(We tend to attract the alienated bohemian type. As a colleague once joked,
“It’s a place where misfits thrive.”) Because the college is also quite small, we
are able to get to know our students and provide support. Sadly, this is far
from the rule in higher education, and many with Asperger syndrome or
“high-functioning” autism fall through the cracks. And those with much
more significant autism never make it to college in the first place. By some
estimates, my son will be just the tenth nonspeaking person with autism ever
to earn a bachelor’s degree.

This book is in part a response to this predicament. While I’m generally
not a fan of distance learning—I prefer an actual classroom—I started to
use Skype with a few autistics who had been much less fortunate in their
educational pursuits than my son or the young man mentioned above. They
lived in other states, and Skype seemed our only chance for regular, half-
bodied connection. We’d read a novel—Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Car-
rried, say—and talk about it. Although an ardent inclusion advocate, I quickly
noticed an advantage of this technology (once you overlooked its occasional
fitfulness). Because autistics take in so much detail, they tend to become ex
hausted in unfamiliar places. A kind of hypervigilance reigns, which brings
anxiety. Being able to work in their home environments allowed them to relax
and to concentrate. They could also take a break when necessary and tic or
stim as much as they wanted. Such actions wouldn’t be deemed “disruptive.”

After several years of conducting regular Skype tutorials, I began to ponder
the idea of a narrative about my experience. Why not share the compelling
insights of autistic readers? Perhaps it would inspire people to view autism
differently. Chatting with eager, neurodivergent minds had certainly invigo-
rated my own love of literature. Again and again, books I knew quite well
had come alive in fresh ways. For instance, reading Mark Twain’s novel The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with DJ compelled me to think more deeply
about its adoption conceit and the kind of emotion that a novel can elicit
in readers. I remember being astonished as much by DJ’s ferocious identi-
fication with the runaway slave Jim as with the lonesome river itself. The
latter’s melancholy intelligence seemed akin, he said, to that of a nonspeaking
autist—both remain unrecognized.
When I discussed Herman Melville’s novel *Moby-Dick* (1851) with Tito Mukhopadhyay, a nonspeaking young man from Austin, Texas, he identified so intensely with the book’s cetacean hero that he began to view the current obsession with finding a cure for autism as a kind of whale hunt. In the novel, of course, a megalomaniacal ship captain named Ahab seeks to avenge the loss of his leg at the hands—or, rather, the *jaws*—of Moby Dick, a huge white Leviathan. By the time Tito and I were done reading, even I thought the novel, that strange object encased in blubber, was an allegory of the present-day autism wars. Interestingly enough, Tito found an actual autistic character in the book. When he called my attention to how Melville describes the carpenter who fashions Ahab a leg, I was shocked, though perhaps I shouldn’t have been. Autism is by no means a new condition, even though it wasn’t officially recognized until the early 1940s. With the novel’s elaborate evocation of the sperm whale’s sensing, *Moby-Dick* turned out to be an excellent way of exploring sensory-processing differences in autism. Whatever the challenges that autistics face, one thing is clear: their sensory lives are much richer and more immediate than our own. Tito, who has authored a number of well-received books but never been included in a regular school, is wildly and uncommonly synesthetic. Both auditory and tactile stimulation have a visual, and sometimes even an olfactory, component.

And so, deciding to write a book, I recruited some additional conversation partners. Because I have my doctorate in American literature, I opted to stick with American classics. Whenever I could, I tried to pick a novel that might resonate with a particular partner. For example, I knew that Jamie Burke was keenly interested in Native American history and culture, so I chose Leslie Marmon Silko’s novel *Ceremony* (1977), which tells the story of a Laguna-Pueblo veteran who suffers from posttraumatic stress disorder and gradually journeys back to wholeness. The novel promotes a Native understanding of health, and I was curious to see how Jamie conceived of his own therapeutic journey to better sensory integration, movement, and speech. With the intervention of an innovative occupational therapist, he had learned to type independently and then, at the age of thirteen, to read aloud what he was typing. He can now speak conversationally. More and more, scientists are viewing autism as a complex sensorimotor condition and not some innate defect of imagination or sociality. Silko’s *Ceremony* presents something like a Native American version of occupational therapy with its emphasis on whole body healing through ritualistic movement. Jamie’s visuospatial prowess and his acute appreciation of pattern illuminated
both the novel’s spiritual geography and the subtle key to the protagonist’s recovery.

Sometimes I got lucky. I’d read online that Dora Raymaker had once worked as a computer programmer. She circumvented her dyscalculia (or difficulty making sense of numbers) by seeing code as a series of colorful, interlocking 3D shapes. She is now a community-based researcher, despite sometimes being unable to speak for periods at a time. We had both appeared in an autism documentary, Loving Lampposts, Living Autistic, and in the film she typed everything she said. Dora was apparently interested in artificial intelligence, so I proposed that we read Philip K. Dick’s novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (1968), in which a bounty hunter tracks down and kills six rogue androids. Although she hadn’t read the novel before, she’d seen Blade Runner, its filmic adaptation, at least twenty-five times—indeed, it was her favorite movie.

Incredibly, she was also a budding cyberpunk writer whose own futuristic novels feature autistic heroes who must work around their poorly understood disabilities while, at the same time, exploiting their unique abilities. A classic of science fiction, Dick’s Androids hinges on the question of whether the replicants, who are said to lack empathy, are really less human than the empathy-challenged humans who hunt them. For years, of course, scientists have claimed that autistics lack empathy. Codirector of the Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education, Dora read the novel as if she were adhering to the principle of community-based participatory research. According to this principle, research subjects—in this case, androids—should be given a chance to weigh in on questions about their essential nature. Approaching the novel like this, she fruitfully unpacked Dick’s coruscating ironies.

Eugenie Belkin describes herself as “White, Japanese, Mongolian, Black, Cherokee, Indonesian. Female. Autistic. Deaf, Jewish.” She is also the mother of an autistic child. All too frequently, autism is conceived of as a “white” disorder, and it is rarely discussed in relation to another race or ethnicity, let alone another disability. Nor is it discussed in relation to parenting—indeed, the operative assumption is that people with disabilities shouldn’t parent. With Eugenie, I chose to read Carson McCullers’s novel The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter (1940), which features, among other characters, two deaf individuals, a labor agitator, a teenage girl on the cusp of sexual awakening, and an African American doctor, all of whom are psychologically alienated. In the novel, one of the deaf characters becomes mentally ill and is sent to an in-
stitution. Set in Georgia, which had the fifth highest rate of sterilization of the mentally ill and “deficient” in the first half of the twentieth century, the novel maps a terrain of immense isolation and repression. “The most fatal thing a man can try to do is stand alone,” the doctor says, and yet how to stand together? (The word “autism” can be translated as “the person alone.”) How to communicate across insurmountable divides?

Like many people with Asperger syndrome, Eugenie received an autism diagnosis in adulthood, and she represents an especially intriguing example of what academics like to call intersectional identity. What would a sense of connectedness mean for a mixed-race, deaf, autistic woman whose hearing, yet autistic, son passes as white? A classically trained ballerina and ice-skating coach who is fluent in American Sign Language and who has one cochlear implant, Eugenie “thinks in feelings,” as she puts it. For her, the translation of fluid emotion into something mechanically cognitive remains a challenge, though she is a quick thinker and an effective writer. Although she struggles with motion dyslexia, her dedication to ballet, a historically white art form, suggests an antidote to the clumsiness of narrow identity labels and politics.

In the book’s final chapter, I converse with Temple, about whom much has been written and yet about whom much is apparently still to be known. When she recited lines by heart from William Wordsworth’s “Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,” I was stunned. Nobody had ever really asked about her experience with literature. Temple did seem less emotionally engaged as a reader, but that judgment is relative, not absolute, and anyway she brought other strengths to the discussion table. The old adage about autism—“When you’ve seen one person with autism, you’ve seen exactly one person with autism”—very much applies to autistic reading. While DJ, Tito, Burke, Dora, Eugenie, and Temple share some notable similarities, what distinguishes them is just as interesting and important. Autism, like so-called neurotypicality, is conspicuously heterogeneous.

In an effort to be sensitive to Temple’s sequencing challenges, busy schedule, and avowed interests, I suggested that we read two short stories from a recent anthology, Among Animals: The Lives of Animals and Humans in Contemporary Short Fiction. The first is about a family that ethically raises the animals it eats. Narrated from a young child’s point of view, it presents a father who insists on naming a new pig “Meat” so that everyone will be reminded of its fate. The second is about a female researcher whose devotion to gentoo penguins in Antarctica leads to a kind of lonely misanthropy.
Eschewing romantic relationships, she finds herself drawn into a brief sexual relationship with a tourist who was left behind by his boat.

I must admit that I tipped the scales of readerly engagement with Temple. I was confident she would respond to a story about the politics of meat consumption. But would she appreciate what the medium of fiction can do with this familiar topic? I predicted that she would identify with the solitary researcher in the second story, yet here she surprised me. Like any other reader, she brought her personal experiences to bear on the central conflict. Instead of lamenting her own steadfast celibacy, however, she offered a quasi-feminist defense of it. She related that her aunt, at whose ranch she was introduced to livestock as a teenager, had an abusive husband and that she’d never seen a single marriage she admired. In fact, she had witnessed too many women, including some of her students, sacrifice their own ambitions for love. “I’m all about my career,” she said. Suddenly, what many, including Temple herself at times, presented as a nearly inevitable consequence of autism seemed anything but. Neurological explanations for remaining celibate gave way to psychological and social ones. As in literature itself, complex motivation reigned.

“Will such a book prove anything?” a friend of mine recently asked. No, it won’t prove anything. My data set, if you can call it that, is ridiculously small, and I strategically chose the books and participants. What is more, the project is intentionally, if casually, ethnographical. I spend time with my conversation partners, report what they have to say. In the process, I become their friend and, yes, their champion. I also become their student—not only of autism, but also of literature. The poet Robert Graves reminds us, “In love, as in sport, the amateur status must be strictly maintained.” In this book, I try desperately not to be an expert, or at least one who refuses to learn anything himself and who alienates all but fellow English professors with his reconduite discourse. Instead, I tell a story, pitched halfway between memoir and literary criticism, about neurodiverse brains. I look at the emerging science of autism, and I compare it to what we know about how neurotypical brains read poems and novels. In the end, the book is about loving literature—truly, madly, deeply, as it were—and I hope at least some of that love is contagious.

Readers who have a horse in the autism race may be tempted to label my conversation partners anomalies. If I generalize about competence or potential competence, it is because so many people generalize about incompetence, and that negative generalization serves as yet another barrier to achievement, to say nothing of autistic fulfillment and happiness. When no one expects an autistic child to be good at language arts, he is found anywhere but in the
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language arts classroom. A few years back, I wrote to the authors of a study on metaphoric comprehension in autism to object to their sweeping claim of impairment. When I presented evidence of comprehension in individual autistics, the authors dismissed it as statistically meaningless. “Probabilistically,” they said, autistics have great difficulty with metaphor.

But is it wise to reject such evidence out of hand, especially when we still don’t know much about autism (and the many subtypes that comprise it) and when access to education and therapy is so uneven? Lisa Zunshine has pointed out that we don’t describe Henry James, William Shakespeare, or Jane Austen as “outliers on the neurotypical spectrum.” No, “we feel that they are ‘like us,’ only more intensely so, glorifying the community of ‘us,’ by showing ‘us’ what ‘we’ are capable of.” Let’s think of exemplary autistics like this. And while we’re at it, let’s imagine a more expansive and inclusive “us”: people who, as Umberto Eco once put it, “live for books.”